Title: Website Testing Analyst

Location: 16 Arcadian Way Paramus NJ

Job Type: Part-Time

Compensation Type: Hourly  Wage: $10 - $12/hour

Start Date: ASAP

Job Description:

Be part of a growing Tech Company. Relaxed, fun, and great work environment. Our Internet Company located here in Paramus focuses on matching landlords and tenants together. We are scrappy small team which pride ourselves on collaboration and execution.

Learn the in/outs of running how an internet company works. Get projects loaded and test them from inception to completion. Learn and give feedback on mobile APP's, to Google advertising and all the pieces of e-commerce. This part-time job requires thinking outside the box. You are a self-starter, high energy and a closer. You will look to manage our some social media. You will also be part of data upload and download XML builds. Also, you will have insight and new ideas on ways to generate traffic. Build and evaluate new tools and technologies on a regular basis and make recommendations as necessary. You will work directly with the marketing team to explore new ideas and avenues to load data. You must be able to follow instructions and outlines of detailed work. Knowledge of Adobe is a plus.

Primary Responsibilities:

- Reviewing, Testing and loading website pages an application.
- Searching them for format and quality control issues.
- Making sure the end user experience is simple and easy!

Qualifications: Must be able to use Microsoft Office, internet, social networks a plus.

Application Instructions:

Email employment@sublet.com with resume and availability.